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Abstract
We consider the solution of scattering problems for the wave equation using
approximate boundary conditions at artificial boundaries. These conditions are
explicitly viewed as approximations to an exact boundary condition satisfied by
the solution on the unbounded domain. We study both the short and long time
behavior of the error. It is proved that, in two space dimensions, no local in time,
constant coefficient boundary operator can lead to accurate results uniformly in
time for the class of problems we consider. A variable coefficient operator is de-
veloped which attains better accuracy (uniformly in time) than is possible with
constant coefficient approximations. The theory is illustrated by numerical exam-
ples. We also analyze the proposed boundary conditions using energy methods,
leading to asymptotically correct error bounds.
1 Introduction
Problems posed on unbounded spatial domains arise naturally in the study of wave
propagation. The standard approach to the numerical solution of such problems is to
introduce an artificial boundary and apply 'appropriate' boundary conditions. A vast
literature has appeared in the past 15 years, devoted primarily to the derivation of
boundary conditions for the wave equation. (See [9] for a recent review.) Surprisingly,
one finds very little precise error analysis in this body of work. Notable exceptions to
this are the paper of Halpern and Rauch [17], where error estimates ill terms of the
reflection coefficient are given, and the early work of Bayliss and Turkel t3], who give
estimates based on the size of the computational domain. In both cases the error analysis
is (generally) not uniform in time. In the first case, this is manifested in the requirement
that the solution not be too smooth, while in the second it is related to the long time
breakdown of the progressive wave expansion.
In this work we consider both the short and long time error for finite domain approx-
imations to limiting amplitude problems for the wave equation in exterior domains. By
limiting amplitude problems we mean cases where the forcing becomes steady or time-
periodic as t --* oo, and one wishes to accurately compute the solution as it approaches a
steady or time-periodic state. (In contrast, Engquist and Halpern [7],[8] consider mainly
the rate of decay of the approximate solution to steady-state and are not interested in
accurately reproducing the transient behavior of the actual solution.) We concentrate on
what turns out to be the most difficult case; zero frequency (asymptotically steady) and
two space dimensions. However, we do give some discussion of the other problems.
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In Section2 wedevelopan asymptoticerror analysisfor generallocal in time constant.
coefficientboundaryconditions at a circular artificial boundaryin two spacedimensious.
(We note that most of the boundary conditions which have been proposed fall into the
category of local in time with constant coefficients.) Conditions are analyzed as approx-
imations to the exact boundary operator, which can be conveniently expressed at such
boundaries. It is seen that the behavior of the exact operator for low frequencies c(_r_-
not be approximated by operators in the class considered. This immediately leads to
lower bounds on the error of the form m" for long times. These are independent of the
coefficients in the boundary condition and of the size of the computational domain.
In Section 3 we show how to add variable coefficient corrections to the boundary
conditions which allow us to beat the lower bounds derived earlier. We present the
modified conditions only for the case of a circular artificial boundary, though we do make
some remarks in the appendix on their extension to general boundaries. All rigorous error
analyses are given for the case of a circular inner boundary. We believe the basic results
will hold for an arbitrary star-shaped scatterer, but we do not have complete proofs.
These results are illustrated by numerical experiments in Section 4. In particular, for a
very simple test case, we find that for all of the standard conditions tried, the long time
error exceeds 5%. The use of the corrected condition results in alJ ordc.r ,,f magnitude
improvement.
Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of the proposed conditions Jbr computations in
the annular region 1 < r < R. Using a somewhat involved sequence of energy estimates.
we prove that for long times the error is of the order R-1/2(ln R):(ln t) -3. This shows
that the error does in fact decay more rapidly than the (ln t) -a lower bound of the
constant coefficient case. Moreover, we show that the major source of error resides in
the radially symmetric component. If this component is subtracted out then the error
becomes O((ln R) x/2 In t. t-5/_). Short time error estimates follow from the arguments
of [3]. (For an energy analysis of the 'standard' boundary conditions see Ha-Duong
and Joly [12].) We note that the method could be extended to improve the long time
error estimates by simply using a better approximation to the function 7-[ defined in the
appendix.
In our work we normalize the wave equation c-_utt = V2zt to have c = 1. To obtain
the general case one needs only replace t by ct. It is interesting to not_' that in lht.
electromagnetic problems at moderate frequencies c is w'ry large (of the _rrler 10!_) .s,_
that our 'large t' estimates essentially always hold and the improvezllent frotJl (In t) J to
(In t) -a is very significant.
For more complex systems with propagating solutions, for example the compressible
Euler equations or shallow water wave equations, the construction and mathematical
analysis of asymptotic boundary conditions is much less developed, and we are unaw_tre
of error analyses even in the linear case. Nonetheless, we may expect, the same difficulties
to be present for those equations which contain the wave equation as a special case. The
Boundary Condition
Dirichlet or Mixed
Neumann or Impedance
Cauchy f --* foo(z,y) f _ foo(z,y), sin (o_t + ¢)
o(.--&.) o(m) o
o  o..vo.,e 1
Table 1: Decay of transients in 2d from Muravei [25].
introduction of dissipation into the governing equations is likely to improve the long
time estimates by enhancing the decay rates, but this effect will diminish in the small
dissipation limit. References discussing error estimates for diffusion equations include
[14,221.
Some of the results presented here, as well as a more general discussion of the error
analysis of approximate boundary conditions, can be found in [13].
2 Asymptotic Error Analysis
Preliminary to our study of the long time behavior of the error which results from trun-
cating the domain, we recall the basic theorems on the long-time behavior of solutions
in exterior domains (with convex or star-shaped boundaries). We consider three distinct
cases: the Cauchy problem with compactly supported data, asymptotically constant
forcing, and asymptotically time-periodic forcing. In the first case the solution decays
to zero, while in the others (under appropriate assumptions) it approaches steady or
periodic states, the so-called principle of limiting amplitude. In three space dimensions,
the transient behavior typically decays exponentially in time [21, 24]. In two dimensions,
in contrast, the transient behavior can be quite persistent. In an early paper, Chen [,5]
quantified this for a plane pulse incident on a circular cylinder. General theorems on the
decay of the transients have since been given by Muravei [25], and are summarized in
Table 2.
The approximation of exterior problems on bounded domains leads to further ques-
tions concerning long time behavior. In particular:
i. Does the approximate solution approach a steady (time-periodic) state?
ii. Wihat is the error in the final state?
iii. What is the transient behavior of the error?
An attlrmative answer to the first question seems a reasonable requirement to make
on any approximation scheme, and is closely related to the notion of dissipativity for
boundary conditions as introduced by Barry, Bielak and MacCamy [2, 4]. Concentrating
on convergence to steady state, it is possible to make the final error small or zero by
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choosingboundary conditions which reduceto asymptotic or exact conditions for tile
Poissonequation. (See[7,8, 16].) It is on the third questionthat wefocusour attention
here. In particular we will derive lower bounds of the form h_, for the error due to
domain truncation and the imposition of any constant coel_icient, local in time boundary
condition for a two dimensional model problem. That is, no approximation of this type
can accurately simulate the transient behavior associated with convergence to steady
state on domains of reasonable size. In contrast, problems in three dimensions can be
accurately solved using such 'standard' boundary operators, as could two dimensional
problems obtained by imposing axisymmetry.
2.1 Properties of the Exact Condition and Common Approx-
imations
Consider the wave equation forced at the surface of a cylinder:
O_u 02u 10u 1 a2u
Or2 - Or2 + 70rr + r_ a8-----_' r > 1, (2.1.1)
au
u(r,e,o) : -_(r,e,o) = o, (21.2)
u(1,O,t) = g(O,t) = 9_(O) + O (1) , t _ _. (2.1.3)
From Muravei [25], as t _ 00, u = u_(r,0)+ O (_), where u_ is the solution of
Laplace's equation exterior to the cylinder satisfying the inhomogeneous Dirichlet con-
dition, u_(1,0) = g_,,(6). It is convenient to express u using a Fourier series in 0 and
Laplace transforms in t. We have:
where
It (2.1 .-11
a. = \ K.(s) /9.(s), t2.J.s/
and If., I. are the modified Bessel functions.
To approximate u by the solution, v, to a problem on a bounded domain, introduce
an artificial boundary at r = R. A general form for a local in time, constant coefficient
boundary condition there is:
- bn(s)_,_, (2.1.6)Or
where b_, is a rational function of s with real coefficients. We remark that any first order
derivative boundary conditions which do not involve purely tangential derivatives may
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be written in the form above. If, in addition, locality in space is required, then b,_ is also
constrained to be a real rational function of i • n. Note that conditions involving higher
order r derivatives may be put in this form by substituting (s2 1 o + _) for °_
We view (2.1.6) as an approximation to the exact boundary condition at r = R:
0_. (,K'(R,)] (2.1.7)
This condition, of course, is nonlocal in space and time. The error, e = u - v, is easily
expressed in transform space. (See also [13].) It satisfies:
d2_. 1 d_. n 2 .
dr 2 + e,,=0, 1 <r.: R, (2.1.8)r dr r 2
_.(1) =o,
Solving this yields:
+ b,(s)_,(R)) = (b_(s)- b:(s ))_,,(R, s). (2.1.9)
_,,(r,s) = A(R,a). [K,_(ra)[ g.(,) i.(_) g'(_) (_) ' (2.1.10)
where A(R, s), which is the term we control by our choice of boundary condition, is given
by:
A(R,s) = (b,,(s)-b:(s)). B(R,s), (2.1.11)
B(R,s) ((b,(s)b:(s))K_(Z) ) .sI'_(Rs) _;)) '= - ( I.--_ + b.(,)) (2.1._2)
In order to analyze the approximation properties of b,(s), we need to study the
behavior of 3_(8). For short to moderate times and large domains we consider the limit
IRs] - Izl >> 1. Using standard results on the asymptotic behavior of modified Bessel
functions (e.g. [1]) we find, as z -_ 0¢:
l zK'(z) 1 (1 (4n2-1)(4n2-1) )bs(s) = -R .(z) - R z + _ + 8_ _z_ + o(: -_) . (2.1.13)
This expansion is closely related to Friedlander's progressive wave expansion used to
construct boundary conditions in [3, 15]. Essentially all boundary conditions proposed
in the literature agree with at least the first term.
We expect, on the other hand, that the long time behavior of solutions converging
to steady state will be governed by the behavior of the transform near ,_ 0. (This
corresponds with the nonuniformity in time of the progressive wave expansion.) The
relevant expansion of b_ is:
{ R¢_-_)+,)+ O(z'),g,(_) = _ + O(z_),
n=0;
(2.1.14)
n¢O.
Matching this expansion introduces more difficulties than matching (2.1.13). If we simply
insist that b,_(0) = b_,(0), we see that b,, must be a function of n rather than i • n. This
means that the boundary operator must be nonlocal in 0. Moreover, we cannot match
the _ behavior for n = 0 with a rational function of s. We shall see below that this fact
practically eliminates the possibility of accurate long time simulations using time-local
boundary conditions with constant coefficients.
It is of interest to recast into the present form various boundary conditions which
have appeared in the literature, and to study them in the large and small s limits. In a
later section we will see how these properties are reflected in their performance.
Engquist-Majda [6], Bayliss-Turkel I [31:
O_ O'V V
0---_A- _rr -t- _-_ =0, (2.1.15)
Bayliss-Turkel (2nd order)[31:
1 1
b,(s) = _(z + _),
O(z -_)
2n-1 + O(ln-1 z)2R
(2.1.t6)
= _ co, (2.1.17)
Z _ O,
2(oo ,3)1-[ N+N+ _ vl,=_:0,
j=l
(2.1.m8)
s 4.@__a)1 (z2 + 5z +
b.(s) = _ z + t
O(z-_) z _ co,b,, - b_, = 4n2-s"+s + O(ln -1 z) - --_ 0.8R ~
Engquist-Majda (3rd order)[61:
(2._.19)
(2.1.20)
0% 0% 1 0% 1 02v 1 0%
--+ +----+
OrOt 2 oqts 2R 2 0tO02 2R Ot 2 2R s 002
- O, (2.1.21)
1 2 n 2 n 2
l(z s+_z +Tz-_-)i. / _,
tln!'S] = R z 2 '
(2.1.22)
Engquist-Halpern [7]:
bn ben _ O(z -1) z --.} oo,
- --= ,2 (2.1.23)( 2Rz_ Z ----* O.
Ov Ov
O----t+ -_r + Kv = O, (2.1.24)
1
b,,(s) = -R(Z + n), (2.1.25)
b,, -b_, = _-_ z --, _,
O(ln -a z) z --* 0. (2.1.26)
Higdon [19] has proposed simple product boundary conditions for plane boundaries. It
is interesting to study their naive generalization to the circular case" (we emphasize l hat
these are not advocated in [19]):
,(co 0)II i__ + Orr v = O, (2.1.27)
j=l
1 (1 + clc2)z 2
b.(s) = + - 1' (2.128)
{ ('+¢l. cTt-cl-c_l)Z + -_ + O(z -1) Z _ OC',_b,_ - ben= c,+c: (2.1.29)
-n + O(ln -1 z) z _ 0.
We see that condition (2.1.18) is the most accurate in the large z limit, while (2.1.24)
is the least. Condition (2.1.24), on the other hand, is the only one with the correct z = 0
limit (trod, hence, is nonlocal in space). This corresponds to the fact it was designed
for steady state calculations. It is surprising that (2.1.21) matches no more terms in the
large z expansion than (2.1.15). Note, however, that it does approximate them in the
large n limit. Condition (2.1.27) can be made to match the first two terms for large z by
making cl = c2 = 1.
Conditions (2.1.21,2.1.27) are clearly not dissipative. In fact, our expression for the
Laplace transform of (2.1.27) displays a singularity in the right half transform plane, in-
dicating exponential growth of the solution and, hence, the error. (This will be confirmed
in the numerical experiments.) The singularity in the transform of (2.1.21) is at s = 0.
This allows algebraic growth in time. For example, it may be verified that t In r satis-
fies the wave equation, a homogeneous Dirichlet condition at r = 1, as well as (2.1.21).
Therefore, these boundary conditions are inappropriate for long time calculations. This
conclusion echoes that of Gustafsson [11], who considered channel-like domains.
2.2 Long Time Asymptotics
All the dissipative conditions above, excepting (2.1.24), will not result in the correct
steady state limit. Moreover, no local in time constant coefficient boundary condition
can have b0(s) behaving correctly near s = 0. By studying the s ---, 0 limit of (2.1.10), we
can develop candidate asymptotic expansions of the error as t --, oo for general rational
approximations. Although the actual behavior of the error can be worse than these
candidate expansions predict (as with nondissipative conditions), standard Tauberian
theorems show that it can never be better.
The small s behavior of each term in (2.1.10) is easily computed. We begin with the
cases n -_ 0, which are simplest:
_,+(r,s)= R,+(_+b,_(0))____-_-_,;(0) ) R-'_g°_"_s +O(1), (2.2.30)
which suggests, as t ---+c¢,
- - b.(O)) t-'e,+(r, t) = R,(_T-b_(_))-__----(-_--_-b,(O))jR-"9o_.,,+o( ). (2.2.31)
The limiting value of the error is simply the error in approximating the Poisson equation
with the boundary conditions defined by b,(0). It is zero if b,_(0) = _. As the function
in parentheses is bounded by 1, we have in general that the maximum of e,,(r, oo) is of
the size R -n and decays algebraically off the artificial boundary. Practically, this means
that only the small n harmonics need be correctly treated for s = 0.
For n = 0 we have:
( )bo(0) 1 Int.- + O(1). (2.2.32)
_o(r, s) = 1+ bo(OllnR + ln_ + 7 s
This is consistent with the t --+ c¢ expansion:
( )l+bo(0)lnR
where, "H(r) is a function whose Laplace transform behaves like (sins) -t as s -, 0,
O((sln s) -_) as s ---, oo and has no other singularities in the closed right half plane. I_ is
given by:
7t(r) = - [a, e"-p _-(-_dx,] dp. (2.2.'_4)
Its asymptotic behavior is:
1 7 1
+--+O((lnr)-3)= - +O((lnr)-3), r-_. (2.2.35)7-/(r) -- lnr (lnr) _ In(re,)
9
(The construction of 7"/and its asymptotic expansion are given in Appendix A.)
Note the very slow decay of this error with R, r and t. In particular, it may not be
detected by varying R, for R large. Also note that the second term in the expansion is
independent of the boundary condition. Therefore, it will be present for any dissipative
condition, and hence provides a lower bound on the attainable long time accuracy for
local in time, constant coefficient operators. This fact follows from:
Theorem 1 Let e = u - v be the error resulting from domain trucation with the bound-
ary condition (2.1.6) and let eo(r,t)= _ J'o2" e(r,O,t)dO. Suppose limt__oeo(v,t) exists.
The?l:
limsuplnt, leo(r,t)- eo(r, oo)l > lnr. [goo,0[. (2.2.36)
Proof: The proof follows from the Hardy-Littlewood-Karamata Theorem (e.g. [28, 7.1
Thin. 3]). First of all, by the Abelian theorems for Laplace transforms,
bo(O) )Inr" g¢¢.o. (2.2.37)eo(r, oo)= l+bo(O)lnn
Let w(r,t) = :k(e0(r, oo)-e0(r,t)). Then _b(r,s)is given by + the second term in (2.2.32)
tc is eventuallyas s ---* 0. Suppose (2.2.36) is false. Then for some K > 0, _b _= ,, + i_
positive. Moreover,
_(r,s) ~ lnr. Igoo.0l + K
sins , s - , O. (2.2.38)
The Haxdy-Littlewood-Karamata Theorem then implies:
---[- (o(r,p)dp --. lnr. Igoo,0t + K, t _ c_, (2.2.39)
which implies,
lnt
fro w(r,p)dp --* inr. Igoo.01. (2.2.40)t
This contradicts the supposition that (2.2.36) does not hold, completing the proof. <>
Again, the obstacle to proving that (2.2.33) holds in general is the possibility of worse
behavior, for example nondecaying oscillations or even growth of the error. We will see in
the numerical experiments that it accurately predicts the behavior of the error for most
of the conditions listed above.
It is worthwhile to consider the sensitivity of these results to the details of the model
problem. The choice of a cylindrical scatterer is of no particular importance - one can
study the solution for more general shapes using integral equation techniques. Of course,
if there are trapped rays leading to slower decay rates for the transient solution we may
expect even slower decay of the error. Many authors use rectangular artificial boundaries,
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and formulate their conditions in a way that is boundary dependent. This can have some
effect on the behavior of the conditions. For example, condition (2.1.27) then leads to
algebraic rather than exponential growth. However, the basic conclusion concerning the
slow decay of the error for local in time, constant coefficient conditions remains valid.
More details can be found in Appendix B.
3 Construction of Improved Conditions
In this section we construct variable coefficient boundary conditions which have better
long time behavior than can be attained by constant coefficient operators and, in addition,
match a number of terms in the progressive wave (far field) expansion. This guarantees
their accuracy for short to moderate times. The subsequent numerical experiments clearly
demonstrate their efficiency.
We assume a circular artificial boundary, r = R, and construct conditions for each
Fourier mode. This will result in a spatially nonlocal operator, as is required if conver-
gence to the correct steady state is to occur. We will also construct simplified approxi-
mations which allow small errors in the final state.
Let v = _(E,_°°__0 v_(r, t)ei'_e). For v,_ we impose a boundary condition of the form:
]CnVn = _+6n(t) --_-r +-_+ _-R +Sn(t) --_ +_n(t)C_(t)v,_ =0. (3.0.41)
To determine 8,_ and G,_ we consider separately the geometrical optics and long time
limits. The expansion (2.1.13) corresponds to the relationships:
(02un c32u, 1 cOu, 4n 2 - 1
Otc9-----_+ _ + 2R Ot + 8R-------Y-u" = O(R-3u')'
cOu,, Ou, 1 O(R_2u,_).O---V+--8-( + =
Comparing these with (3.0.41) leads immediately to the condition:
(3.0.42)
(3.0.43
with the formal result:
5n= (G,_ 2R) -14n2-18R 2 , (3.0.44
]Cnu,_ = O((R -3 + 6,R-2)u,). (3.0.45
(This will become O(R-3un) as 6,_ will scale like R-_.)
To choose G,, we consider the long time - near steady state behavior. For (3.0.41) we
have:
av,_
o-7-+ 0,
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whereas (2.1.14) implies:
OU n n
0---_-+ -_u,_ = o(t-1), n ¢ O, (3.0.47)
0_0 _0 tor + g(t - p)_o(R,p)@ = o(t-1), (3.0.48)
a, +7 a O(s2). Equation (3.0.47) maybe approximated usingwhere O(s) = -(R(ln (-y) ))- +
a constant G.:
n (2n + 1)
G,,=_, 6,_- 4R , n¢0. (3.0.49)
Equation (3.0.48), on the other hand, cannot be well approximated by (3.0.41) with
constant Go. (This is, of course, the content of Theorem 1.) However, as uo(R,t) -_
u0(R, oo), we have rio = _u0(R, c_)(1 + o(1)) so that:
uo(R,_)
_*_0= R,(h_(_)+_)'(1+°(1))" (3.0.50)
Therefore, if we choose a decaying function Go(t) so that:
G0 = 1 .(1 + o(1)), (3.0.51)
re(in (_¢) + _)
then _ooUo will agree with {7 *"_Uoto leading order for small s. We have already constructed
a function with such behavor, 7"/. We avoid using 7"l directly, as we have no fast means
of evaluating it, but instead use its asymptotic expansion. That is, we take:
Go(t) _ --_7"l _ - Rln (-_) + O((lnt)-3)"
(3.0.52)
(Note we have absorbed into one term the first two terms in the expansion of 7-/ in
inverse powers of the log of its argument. This order of agreement determines the form
of our final error estimate. A more accurate approximation would produce a more rapid
asymptotic error decay.) Keeping in mind that Go - (2R) -1 _ 0 must be enforced, we
finally have:
Go(t)- 1 (t + D) D > R
1 1
So(t) = 4R t- 2(InO -_"
e2, (3.0.53)
(Here D is a free parameter. In the experiments it is taken to be 4.5R.)
Putting this all together we have our final form.
(3.0.54)
12
Uniform Asymptotic Boundary Condition
-_ + v(t) _ + _ + _ 2R, oe, 8n_ o, (3.0.._5)
where the nonlocal (in O) time-dependent operator D is defined by:
Vw(O,t) _ 6,(t)w,(t)_'_ (3.0.,56)
where
w(O,t) = _ w,,(t)e i'_8 , (3.0.57)
and 8,, is defined by (3.0.49) or (3.0.54).
The main complication in using this condition, in comparison with other second order
operators, is the application of the nonlocal operator T). Of course this can be done using
fast Fourier transforms, so that actual computational work is negligible. (See also Keller
and Givoli [20] for the implementation of nonlocal conditions.) According to our analysis
of the steady state error, the accurate approximation of b_(0) is only important for small
n. This may be used to simplify :D. A first (local) approximation is to replace _) by
50. The dominant part of the steady state error will then correspond to n = 1, have a
maximum of O(R -1) and decay like _. The first two terms may be incorporated in an
operator :D1 :
if0"/)lw(O,t) = 6o(t)ffJ(t) + 61(w(O,t) - ffJ(t)), O(t) : -_ w(O,t)dO. (3.0.,58)
Here we expect a maximum error of O(R -2) decaying like , 2(_) . Of course, this approach
can be generalized to an arbitrary finite number of modes. We emphasize, however, there
are no substantial savings in computational work for circular boundaries, though there
may be in the general case.
In Section 5 we prove the well-posedness of the resulting initial-boundary value
problem using energy estimates, and also prove that the transient error decays fast,'r,
O((ln t)-_), than the lower bound established above for constant coetficient operators. A
similar construction for three dimensional exterior problems is given in Appendix C.
4 Numerical Experiments
We have carried out a number of simple numerical experiments to test and illustrate the
results derived in the preceding sections. These are necessary as our long time analysis
13
is asymptotic and doesn't provide precise error bounds. We solved individually problems
for various Fourier coefficients:
02v, 10 ( Ov,_ n 2Ot 2 = -rO--r rot} - _ -iv'' 1 < r < R, (4.0.59)
Ottn" r
v,,(r,O) = --0-_-(,0) = O, vn(1,t) = g(t). (4.0.60)
In most of the experiments we have taken, for some w:
cos 21rwt
9(t) = 1 1 + t 2 (4.0.61)
All simulations were carried out to t = 500, which was 50000 time steps. A standard
second order, centered finite difference discretization was employed with a uniform spatial
mesh and at .5. The solution is well-resolved by this mesh, particularly for long times
when the solution becomes very smooth. The difference equations are:
1
(At) 2 (v.(ri,t + At)- 2vn(ri,t) + v,,(v_,t - At)) =
• ) 1221 (ri+'/'v,,(ri+l,t)- 2v,,(rl,t) + ri-'/2v,_(ri_l t) - _.2v,,(vi,t). (4.0.62)
The boundary conditions used in the comparisons are (2.1.15), (2.1.18), (2.1.24) and
(3.0.41). We also display a single simulation using (2.1.27) to illustrate the blow-up of
the solution as t _ oo. For reference we list in Appendix D the differencing used for
each of these, all formulas being accurate to second order. For most of the results shown
we have taken R = 8. Note the we have carried out a large number of experiments,
using other boundary conditions and varying R and other parameters. What we present
is both qualitatively and quantitatively representative of what was generally observed.
The advantage of solving the modal equations is the opportunity it provides for very
long time and (for comparison) very large domain simulations at low computational cost.
In particular, we have solved the difference equations with R = 252 and the same uniform
mesh (12551 points). The error due to the boundary condition is approximated by
comparing these solutions every 20 time steps at the point v = 1.8. Of course, the errors
we compute for each mode may be superposed to give the errors for a full simulation.
We are planning the development of a true multidimensional code for general star-shaped
bodies, implementing the boundary conditions given here.
Figures 1-3 display the errors for n = 0, which is the most difficult case. The behavior
of the error for short times is clearly consistent with the degree to which the expansion
(2.1.13) is matched by the boundary condition. That is, (2.1.18) is best for short times
followed by (3.0.41), (2.1.15) and (2.1.24). These differences _r_' sontewlmt accentu;ttcd
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as the frequency, w, is made larger. The long time error for all the constant coefficient
conditions is seen to be fairly large, ranging from 40£ to 8% at t = 500. (Note that the
error from (2.1.24) is still largest, though its limiting value is 0.) The error resulting
from the corrected conditions, (3.0.41), is smaller than .4%, an improvement of more
than a factor of 10. The insensitivity of these results to boundary location is illustrated
by Figure 4, where we have doubled the domain radius.
A comparsion of the numerically computed error and the asymptotic expansion of the
error (2.2.33) is presented in Figures 5-7. Plotted are the errors from Figure 1 versus:
b0(0) 1 )lnrl" (4.0.(;3)I 1 + b0(0) ln R ln2t
Here, b0(0) is taken from the formulas in Section 2, R = 8, r = 1.8. The expression above
is expected to be correct to O((ln t)-_). We see that the candidate expansion does, in
fact, correctly predict the behavior of the error for these particular boundary conditions.
(Recall that in Section 2 we only prove that the error cannot decay faster.)
Errors for n # 0, in contrast, are much smaller and more rapidly decaying. This is
illustrated in Figures 8-9, corresponding to n = 1, 2. Again, the overall performance of
(3.0.41) is best.
We have also carried out simulations for a periodic forcing, g = sin 2ft. The results
are shown in Figure 10. Here, the decay of the transients and the transient part of
the error is more rapid, resulting in much smaller errors for moderate frequencies. In
this case we find that condition (2.1.18) is most accurate, corresponding to the nearly
invisible curve at the bottom of the figure. It is followed by (3.0.41) and (2.1.15), which
give nearly identical results. Again, we emphasize that the absolute size of the errors is
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small compared with the earlier experiments. We would expect this to break down for
very low frequencies, as the decay rate is O((wt: In 2 t)-l).
In our final example, Figure 11, we trace the solution at a particular point computed
with the nondissipative condition, (2.1.27). We find, as expected, that the solution
eventually grows exponentially in time, rendering the results meaningless.
5 Energy Estimates and Error Decay for Variable
Coefficient Conditions
In this section we derive energy estimates for our proposed boundary conditions. First
of all, these imply the well-posedness of the resulting initial-boundary value problem.
Secondly, we use them to prove that our condition is dissipative, that is that the solution
approaches the correct steady state, and that the long time behavior of the error is
better than can be obtained with constant coefficient operators (see Thin. 1). The
proof is somewhat complex, relying on different techniques for the variable and constant
coeflldent parts of the boundary. To facilitate the decomposition of the error into 8-
independent and 0-dependent pieces, we only consider the case of a circular scatterer.
We seek to approximate the solution, u, to:
_21t
at---f - V'u + jr, (5.0.64)
exterior to a disk, f_, of radius 1. We also have initial and boundary conditions (using
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the usual polar coordinates r and 0 with origin at the disk center):
_'U . --t
= g, r = 1, _(_,o) = _o(¢), _(,_,o) : w,(¢). (5.o.65)
We further suppose that f, wl have compact support, that f, y approach limits as t --- oc
sufficiently fast and that all the data is smooth.
Introducing a circular artificial boundary at r = R such that the support of the data
is contained within the truncated domain, we approximate u by v, where t, satisfies the
wave equation with the same data as u and, in addition, (3.0.55) at r : R. The error,
e = u - v, then satisfies:
_exo
a2e - V2e, e(ff, 0) : _-_(', ) = 0, £ C T, (5.0.66)
at 2
e = O, r =1, Be = Bu = @(O,t), r =R, (5.0.67)
where B is the operator in (3.0.55) and T is the annulus given by 1 < r < R. We
decompose e into two orthogonal parts, both of which satisfy the homogeneous wave
equation with zero data away from the artificial boundary:
e(,.,o,t) = eo(,.,t) + _(,.,o,t), (5.0.68)
where e0(r,t) = (1/27r) f_" e(r,O,t)dO. The boundary conditions satisfied by e0 and _ are:
O (Cgeo Cgeo eo eo _ qJo(t) =- ¢2(O,t)dO, (5.0.69)
_ + 60(t) \--8; + -gy + _ _2
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Here, the constant coefficient nonlocal operator _ is given by the sum in (3.0.56) exclud-
ing the n - 0 term.
The estimates for e0 and _ will be made separately, using quite different arguments.
We note that both energy estimates could be made with a general star-shaped scatterer,
but we would be unable to make the simple decomposition of the error into its Fourier
modes. We expect that eo will represent the dominant error for long times, and so we
will consider it first.
5.1 Estimates for e0
We employ a one-paraaneter family of energies adapted from Muravei [26]:
where _ = t + K and K is eventually to be chosen sufficiently large. Differentiating £
with respect to t, using the equation satisfied by e0, integrating by parts and applying
the boundary condition at 0f_ we obtain the fundamental identity:
- Ot -Oeo 2t=
/_°-_, On_ __a'_2 + t-eo__]e=n [(o_o_1 . (5.1.72)= RL. Ot Or .... _ Ot + Or/J
-- _, Or J Ir=J.
We have introduced i = _- R.
We must now use our boundary condition at r = R to estimate the energy deriva-
tive. As a preliminary step, we first rewrite the boundary condition in integral form by
inverting the differential operator (o + _0(t)):
-g/- + _ + e0 8h" e-£So(.)%o(R,_)d_ = ,i,o(t), (5.1.73)
and performing an integration by parts:
Oeoo..__(+ -_rOe°+ q(t)eo + -_1 fotZ(t,r)_r(R,r)dr = +o(t). (5.1.74)
Here we have introduced:
Z(t,r)=fo'e-f:so(")d'Tds, q(t)= _R(1- 1
_z(t,t)), (5.1.75)
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as well as the modified data,
_0 t@0(/) = e-f.' 6°Cn)dn_o(s)ds. (5.1.76)
It is convenient to state and prove here certain facts about q which will be useful later
on"
Lemma 1
q(t) >_ O, q'(t) < O, q = O(1/(Rln(t/R))), t -_ oo, (5.1.77)
uniformly in R, and, for any e > O, K = [((e)R 2 can be chosen su._cie,tly large s,ch
thai: 1
(t + g- R)q'(t)+ 2q(t)+ t + K- R 5 Rln----R" (5.1.78)
Proof: We recaU that 80(t) is given by (3.0.54) and satisfies:
1 5'o(0<0 ,6°(0 >_ _
This implies:
1
Z(t,t) <_ fote-'°(t)(t-°)ds - 5o(0(1-e -'°(t)t) <_ 4R,
which immediately yields q >_ 0. Differentiating q and using (5.1.80) we obtain:
q,_ 8R21 _Z(t,d t)=-8R 21 (1-5o(t)Z(t,t))<_ O.
Now, integrating by parts,
(5.1.79)
(5.1.80)
(5.1.81)
Z(t't)- l-'o(t --) + 5ao(t---)5'°(O- fot (5_°(s)_'e-f:'°(n)ands + O (e- fo'°(o)ao) .k6_(s)] (5.1.82)
The first term on the right-hand side is 4R(1 + O(1/In (t / R))) as t --, 0o and the second is
O(R/((t/R)ln _ (t/R))). Putting this into the formula for q yields q = O(1/(RIn(t/R))).
Finally, we consider the terms on the left-hand side of (5.1.78). Using the expansion
for Z and introducing f. = (t + D)/R and/f = O(K/R), R --* _, we obtain, for some
positive constants 71, 72 independent of R and K:
2q ___( ,_ln_l t' (5.1.83)
(5.1.84)
1
(t + K - R)q' <_ -72(1 + (K/t))
Rln 2
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(Here we use the fact that D = O(R).) Combining these and taking /f = O(R) suffi-
ciently large we see that (t+K-R)q'+2q is negative until t = O(/_/In/_). Its maximum,
then, is O(1/(Rln [()) = O(1/(RlnR)), and can be made arbitrarily small by choosing
K/(R 2) sufficiently large. Since the maximum of the remaining term behaves like 1/K,
the estimate holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 1 _.
Solving for _, in (5.1.73,5.1.74), substituting in (5.1.72), and integrating in time from
0 to T we obtain:
£(T) + for_(_r )21,=tdt + for_R(_)_l,=adt =
e' _ l foT_(eo),,,=Rdt + foT_,R(_1 fo:r(_q(t) + t._)R(_t)),,=Rd t
_o(t) eo(R,t) + _ fo e-f', 'o(')d%o(R , 2dr
1 r (eo(R,T) T
o)[,=Rdt
(5.1.85)
•C o(t)dt.
Our strategy from this point on is simple. We will show that the terms on the right-
hand side of (5.1.85) involving _t are, in aggregate, negative and we will use £ to estimate
the terms involving e0. Throughout, e and G will stand for constants independent of t,
R, e0 and _0 such that e can be made arbitrarily small (typically at the cost of making
K and G large). The basic estimates are presented in a sequence of lemmas:
Lemma 2
+ t-)R dt < -_(T_q(T) + 7")Re2o(R,T) (5.1.86)
fo T iRe zo(R, t )dt+ Rln-----R
Proof: Simply integrate by parts and apply the second part of Lemma 1, choosing K
sufficiently large. <>
Lemma 3
Proof: Let,
w(t) =t"OeO'D'-_'_xt, t), Z(t,r)= fil Z(t,r). (5.1.88)
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It is sufficient to show that:
ff w(t) fo' 2(t,,-)w(,-)d_dt >_o, (5.1.89)
for all functions w. By a result from the theory of Volterra equations (see Gripenberg,
Londen and Staffans [10, 20.2 Thm. 2.2]), it is sufficient to show that, for t > r > 0,
02 02 052
2>0, --_ <0, _ >_0, oto----_<0. (5.1.90)
Recall that 2 = (r+K-R) -2 f_ e-ff,$°(n)dnds. Clearly Z > 0 for K > R. Differentiating
and recalling that 6o > 0 we obtain:
o2
- 6o(t)Z < 0, (5.1.91)Ot
052
- 6o(t)OtOr
We need only show, then, that the r derivative of 2 is nonnegative.
(5.1.80):
(5.1.92)
We have, using
o2
¢._3e_j So(n)dn(re, + K- R- 2Z(v,r)) > _'-ae-f',s°('7)dn(r + K 9R) (5.1.93)07"
which will be nonnegative for K >_ 9R, completing the proof. <5
Lemma 4
foT_R_t (R,t) • _o(t)dt < ( /o )e _,2e_(n,T) + _e_o(Rlt)d tIn R
+GR'lnR T'_2o(T)+ i_2o(t)dt
(,_.1.94)
r /0_'0 t)\ 2 )
Proof: Integration by parts in t yields that the left-hand side of the expression above is
equal to:
_'2Reo(R,T)" _o(T)- 2 foTtReo(R,t). _o(t)dt - fori2Reo(R,t) . _(t)dt. (5.1.95)
ab2.The final result follows from the elementary product inequality ab < £a 2 4-
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Lemma 5
Proof: We have, for s _ t,
T
(t+K)<(s+K) (t-s+K) e-f:S°(')d'<e-_ (5.1.97)
K _ -- "
Therefore, the quantity to be estimated is bounded above by:
R r _ 2f0 ('-*(8+ K) le0(R,,)l)dr, I5198)
1 J
where .-'.(8) = (s+ K)_e-v_ and • denotes convolution in the time variable. By standard
estimates for convolutions [10, 2.2 Thm. 2.2] this is bounded above by:
2 _0 T _e20( R, t)dt. (5.1.99)
= -4Re-_((s + K)½ + 2R(s + K)-_)I T
L"-4R 2 (s + K)-]e-Nds
2R
<_ 4RK½(t+ --_-).
R T
Integrating by parts:
T( $ "4- K)½ e-_ ds
(5.1.100)
Substituting this into the previous expression and choosing K = O(R In R) sufficiently
large yields the desired result. <>
Lemma 6
fo•_Reo(_,t)._o(t)d_+ ._fo__eo(R,0(y_e-_:_o(',)_'¥o(R,_)d_)_t
t t d )2+R' fTt _o(t)-_lteO(R,t)+ s-_ f_)e-f','°(') %o(R,s)ds dt (5.1.101)
< (½+ _) ff_e_(R,t),z_+ Cn'lnRf[ _'o(_)dt
Proof: The terms involving 3o may all be estimated using the product inequality and
Lemma 5. Expanding the remaining terms yields:
- _e_(R,t)dt + _ e-f: 6°(n)dneo(R,s)ds dr. (5.1.102)4 6--Cg
The final estimate is then a direct consequence of Lemma 5. O
Putting all these inequalities into (5.1.85) we finally obtain:
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Theorem 2 For any e > 0 and K = O(R _) sufficiently large there exists a constant, G.
independent of T, R, and _o, such that:
T ___er0(1,, , +fo _R_--_-(, ,t)) dt
<__-_,,r_'-e'_Ro,, T) + f[_eg(n,t)dt) + (5.1.103)
(Here we have introduced T = T + K.)
We now use this energy inequality to finally estimate eo in terms of _0. For economy
of expression we introduce _(T; _0) to denote the terms in parentheses on the last line
of (5.1.103). The first step is to prove a Poincar6 type inequality relating eo at R to £.
Lemma 7 For K = O(Rln R) sufficiently large there exists a constant L independent of
R, T and eo such that:
_e2o(R,t) < Lln R . £(t; K). (5,1.104)
Proof: We begin by estimating eo in terms of fr (°-_ _ We have:Or J '
]' )'a Oeo, t)dr < lnR (r,t) rdr. (5.1.105)e_(R,t) = --ff_rtr, _ _, Or
By the same techniques we find that:
a 2 R21nR R(Oeo] 2
Combining this with the elementary inequalities,
,o o ,o (fO,o _ O,ort _ Ot <-2rE _ \ Or ] +\Or/ , 12teo-_-
yields:
G4e2o+ _ \ Ot ] '
(5.1.106)
(5.1.107)
£>-2_ (t-r)2(( +(-_r _R Inn_,0r] rdr. (5.1.108)
Choosing K = O(R In R) sufficiently large keeps (t - r) 2 > MR 2 In R for any M so that
for some constant L independent of R and T we have:
f Rp rdr <_ L .£(t;K). (5.1.109)\ Or ]
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Substituting this into (5.1.105) yields the desired result. ©
Remark: The calculation used in Lemma 7 shows that, for K sufficiently large, the
quantities f_r (-_(r,t)) 2 dr, f_r (-_t (r,t)) 2 dr and [e0(r,t)J are all bounded by
E(T,K). T -_.
We are now able to estimate e directly in terms of @o:
Theorem 3 For any _ > O, K = K(_)R 2 can be chosen su_ciently large such that:
E(T; K) <_ G(e)Rln R_" foT_-'--_(t; _o)dt. (5.1.110)
Proof: Making e in (5.1.103) small and using Lemma 7 to estimate e0 we obtain:
£(T;K) < e for _E(t;K)dt + a(e)RlnR._(T',f_o). (5.1.111)
The final result follows from an application of Gronwall's inequality. <5 The estimation
of E is completed in Theorem 8 following the estimation of k_.
5.2 Estimates for
As the boundary condition for _ has constant coefficients in time and the angular variable,
we consider its Laplace transform in t and Fourier transform in 8, _,. Introducing
differential operators,
0 _ 1 O n 2 0 1 1
L, Or s+ s 2 D= +s+ =D*+ C,-
we have the problems (n = I,..., oo):
Problem 1
L._.(r,s) = 0, 1 < r < R,
_,=0, r=l; (D+C,)_,=_,, r=R.
(4n 2 - 1)
8R2(s-+ 6,)' (5.2.112)
(5.2.113)
(5.2.114)
Our error estimates follow in three steps. We first note that the weU-posedness of the
problem for _,_ follows from general principles (e.g. [27]). This implies the solution may
be represented by its Laplace transform for _s (real part of s) sufficiently large. Second,
as the solution of a problem with analytic coefficients (with s in the closed right half
plane) _,_ must be a meromorphic function of s if _, is. We will first prove that there
are no poles in the closed right half-plane, which by the preceding comment implies that
_,, is analytic. We then push the inversion contour to the imaginary s-axis, where we
estimate the transform in terms of _,. (Here we simply assume that the behavior at
infinity allows this.) Finally, Plancherel's Theorem is used to give the final estimate.
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Theorem 4 For _s >__0 there are no nontrivial solutions of Problem I ,vitb _,, = O.
Proof." Suppose q is a solution of Problem 1 with zero data. Let s : _ + it/, _ .__"-0.
Multiplying the equation by q and integrating from 1 to R yields:
f? °q'd,+s'/? f?!In = rl-_r rlql2dr + n 2 [ql2dr + R(s + C.(s))lq(R)l 2 = O. (5.2.115)
We first note that,
_(,+ c.(,))= _+ 4n 2 - 1 _ + 6,,
8R2 (_ + 6.)2 + _ > 0, (5.2.116)
since 6,_ > 0. Therefore,
n 2 fn0 = _1,, >_ (_2 _ 72 + __) rlqt2dr, (5.2.117)
which implies,
Looking now at the imaginary part,
(5.2.118)
fl R_I.= 2_/ rlql2dr + R._(s+Q,_)Iq(R)I 2, (5.2.119)
which implies,
_(s + C.) < 0.
r/
Writing this out and using (5.2.118) we reach a contradiction,
(5.2.120)
_(s+Cn)_l_ 4n2-1 1 > 1 4-n -2 . 1 (5.2.121)
8R_ (_ + 6.)' + .2 - 8 - 2
This completes the proof o.
We now restrict attention to the imaginary s axis where we have the identity due to
Morawetz and Ludwig [23]:
v (_ (,_v,o) - (,,l_t,+I_wl,)_)
-(ivwl_-i_1_)- iD.wt_
(5.2.122)
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Integrating this (with w = _,) and using the definition of D and the boundary condition
at r = 1 we obtain:
a + n 2
= -- r .2 _I_ 12
= R' (ID_.I'- _1_.1')I_=R- I_(1)1'.
We now use the boundary condition to estimate the boundary term at, r = R. We
have the inequality
2n - 1
[C"[ _ 2----R (5.2.124)
which implies, for any # > 0,
4n 2 -4n + 1[_.[2 + (1 + (4/#)) "2 (5.2.125)
ID£.[ _ <_ (1 + #) 4/l'
We can use this inequality to estimate the boundary terms in (5.2.123). leading to the
following lemma.
Lemma 8 At r = R:
(,D_.,, l+4n' ) 3 ,2.R' [_"]' + 4-'R-_[_"12 _ 5n[_. (5.2.126)
Proof: The lemma is a direct consequence of (5.2.125) with # = _ <>.
Substituting into (5.2.123) and applying Plancherel's Theorem we have:
Lemma 9 For any T >_ O:
r R(., iOe. Oe.,\ 3 T rfo _ ._ -[e"l'+ Or +--_-])rdrdt+_fo ]e.(//)l'dt<5//2nfo ]C_"[2dt (5.2.127)
Noting that _ has zero average in 0, we see that Lemma 9 yields a bound on [[_[[. (Here
II. IIdenotes the L, norm on T.) However, it can't be used directly to get a pointwise
bound. For that we go back to the standard energy equality (again taking account of the
zero Difichlet data at r = 1):
The untransformed boundary condition is:
0e. 0e.
Or 0t
(_o T Oen(R'tor )__(OenR, t)dt) . (5.2.128)
+ F,(t), (5.2.129)
3O
where,
Fn(t) - 21_en(R,t) 4n 28R_- 1 fj e_S.(t_p)en(R,p)d p + _,,(t). (5.2.130)
We first estimate the energy in terms of F,_ by substituting the boundary condition into
(5.2.128), applying the elementary product inequality:
I I' + + _-_-Ie-I ' rdr + fo I t'dt -< fo IF"12dt" (5.2.131)
We now estimate F,,, using standard estimates for convolutions:
rlr.l'dt < 3 _ le.12dt+ 64R'
3n'f0r fo r< R' le.l'dt + I_.t'dt.
Combining these leads to an estimate which doesn't involve the solution at the boundary.
We introduce the fractional Sobolev norm at the boundary, tlwlt3/2,R _= (R _,,_, n31w, I2 )1/2
and let ]1" II denote the L2 norm in T.
Theorem 5 For smooth errors _, any T > O, and an O(1) constant M we have the
estimate:
O_T,O_ 10_ T(O_ )2 8T102_ "IIN(', )1t + IIN(.,T)II 2+ II;N(.,T)II' + Rfo N(R,t) dt + ? fo 11;:'8--_('t)ft=dt
_< M f0 r II_:,(t)lll/=,Mt. (5.2.133)
Proof: We begin by multiplying the inequality in Lemma 9 by 4"2 and adding the result
-E-
to (5.2.131). Then, applying (5.2.132) we deduce:
R(_. 0e._ _2 ) R r_t " 4 r n_,_
3n =
foT 3n' fo ,I fo Trle,(R,,=dt + MR,,' I,i,,,12dt. (5.2.134)+ -E- le"(R)12dt- --fi-
Subtracting the term involving e.(R) from both sides and applying Plancherers Theorem
yields the desired result o.
We can now estimate the pointwise error using a Poincar6 inequality:
Theorem 6
_2(r,0, T) < Mlnr fo T II'I'(t)lll/2,ndt (5.2.135)
Proof: Combining (5.1.105) (with R replaced by r) with the preceding theorem imme-
diately yields the desired result <>.
Ifot e-6"(t-P)e,,( R,p)dpl2 dt + for [qc,_12dt)
(5.2.132)
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5.3 Asymptotics of • and e.
We now use asymptotic expansions of the solution of the wave equation in combination
with the energy estimates above to derive asymptotic error estimates. We begin with the
well-known progressive wave expansion of Friedlander, valid for ((t - r)/r) << 1:
~ ,,o) (5.3.136)
,(_j+l)/_ 'J
where the functions fj(p, $) are related by:
02fj_12j = 002 (j- (1/2))2fj_1, j = 1,2, .... (5.3.137)
All fj's are then determined by the radiation field, f0. Expanding in a Fourier series
in 0, fj = _, fj,,(p)e i"°, and applying the boundary condition (3.0.55) we obtain using
(5.3.137):
(Bu),_ ~ Bn --_ ,(2j+1)/2 ) = O(r-_)" (5.3.138)
This implies, if t = R + O(1):
CII, = O(R-] ). (5.3.139)
The short time behavior of the error can then be extracted by mimicking the scaling
arguments of [3]. This yields the following result:
Theorem 7 For 0 < t < (R + T), T f_ed, we have
Ilell,, = R _. (5.3.140)
(Here,I1"II,,r is the space-time Sobolev norm involving derivatives up to order i,)
Estimates of the time integral of the error can then be obtained using a Poincar_ inequal-
ity:
on+re2(r,O,t)dt = O(ln,. R-4), R ---* c_, T fixed. (5.3.141)
The progressive wave expansion, however, breaks downs as t ---+ _. Therefore, to
analyze the long time behavior of the solution, we must use the long time expansion
of Muravei [25, See. 5]. We decompose the solution u = u0 + fi in the same way as
we decomposed the error, and suppose the data approaches its limit at least as fast as
O(t-2). Then we have:
( lnr_ hatUo=U0,¢¢ 1 ln2t) +O(1--_)' t-,co, (5.3.]42)
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fi = fi_(r,O) + O(lnt . t-2), t _ c¢. (5.3.143)
Substituting these expressions into (3.0.55) we obtain:
In R
_0 = O( R 2 in a t )' (5.3.144)
fot ' _o(t) In R
_o = e-f: so(n)ana2o(-r)dr .._ 5o(t) - O(R--l_na t)' (5.3.145)
for the mean and, using the fact that _ + ]u,,oo = 0,
= O(lnt.t-a), _ = O(lnt .t-a). (5.3.146)
We also note that these are smooth functions so that the estimates can be extended to
norms involving derivatives. Substituting these into the energy inequalities yields the
following error estimates:
Theorem 8 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3 hold and that the data approaches its
t _ oo limit at least as fast as O(t-2). Then for some constant L independent of R ,_nd
T sufficiently large,
$(T;K) < L _ RlnS T 1. (5.3.147)
Proof: Substituting (5.3.145) into (5.1.103) and using the additional fact that _ -Ot --
O(t -x In -4 t) we obtain (L is a generic R,T-independent constant):
< L _,2 in 2 R
R 2 In 6 T' (5.3.148)
d_ _/"In 2 R
d---[< LR2 In s T' (5.3.1,19)
fo T_ d_ LT2-_ln 2R (5.3.150)t- _ < R 2 In 6 T "
Combining this inequality with Theorem 3 yields the desired result _.
Lemma 7 can be used to estimate the pointwise error:
Corollary 1 Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 8 hold. Then,
e_o(r,T) < L ln_
Rlnr
Rln6 T (5.3.151)
Finally, combining Theorem 6 with (5.3.146) we see that _ decays more rapidly in
time:
Theorem 9 As T --, c¢,
(ln_T_ (5.3.152)
_(r,0, T) < lnr .O \ TS ].
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A Construction and analysis of H _
We seek a function, 7_(r), whose Laplace transform, 7_(s) = (sins) -1 + O(1) as s _ 0,
has noother singularities for _s > 0 and decays as fast,as (s In s) -1 as a --o oo. We make
use of the following formula, which may be found in most extensive tables of Laplace
transforms or verified by direct computation:
f0** r"-l+a _ 1
_" V(u +ct) du) = s"In----_' a > O. (1.0.153)
Let:
1 T u-1
F(_)=/o r-_ d''
so that:
F(s)= 1 1
Ins s In s"
Define 74(r) to be the unique decaying solution of:
(1.0.154)
(1.0.155)
dT/
dl-
- 7/= F. (1.0.156)
It may be represented in integral form as:
_'_(T) -" --f°°e_'-P (fo 1 pu-l_--_d'u) _ dp. (1.0.157)
To compute the large _- asymptotics of 7"/, we first compute the large p asymptoties of
F(p). By Watson's lemma we find:
F(p) - lnp t 1qnp,2 + O((ln p)-a). (1.0.1.58)
Substituting this into the expression for 7_ and integrating by parts we finally have:
7"/(r) 1 7 + O((ln r)-s), r _ o_. (1.0.159)
= - ln--_ + (In r) 2
3{}
ORI -G/,_AL F AOE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
B Generalizations to Noncircular Boundaries
In this section we consider general artificial boundaries, concentrating on the construction
of the low frequency expansion of the exact condition. Our purpose is twofold. First, we
want to show that the lower bounds on error decay for local in time constant coefficient
conditions cannot be improved by changing the artificial boundary shape. Second, we
want to indicate how to construct uniformly accurate conditions for such boundaries.
(This may be useful for scattering by bodies with large aspect ratio.) Similar ideas may
be applied in three space dimensions. The construction of the low frequency expansion
is discussed in more detail in [18].
To derive an expression for the exact condition, we study the Dirichlet problem ex-
terior to the artificial boundary, F, which we will suppose is a level set of some smooth
function f(z, y). After Laplace transformation we have:
V2fi - s2/t = 0, (2.0.160)
exterior to F. By Duhamel's principle we have:
/5fi(£'; s) = e-'t[_](£,s;t)dt (2.0.161)
where U satisfies (2.0.160) and the boundary condition at F,
/)'(£, s;t)= u(¢,t). (2.0.162)
We now solve for U using integral equation techniques:
f)'(£, s; t) =/r a(Y's;t)K°(sl£- fl)d %, (2.0.163)
leading to the singular integral equation for a:
ra(_,s;t)Ko(sl_ - _l)dS_ = u(_,t), _ C F. (2.0.164)
We recall the expansion of K0 for small argument [1]:
Ko(s[_- y-_) = -In I_- _] - 3s + O(s21n s), (2.0.165)
where/3 is given by:
/3(s) = lns- ln2 + 7. (2.0.166)
From [18] the small s asymptotics of U may be computed by substituting the small s
asymptotics of K0 into the integral equation. We then have:
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Theorem 10 (Hariharan and MaeCamy [18]) Let f0(ff) and f1(_7; t) be solutions o/
the integral equations:
fr fo(y31nI_-fld& + _o= O, eer, (2.0.167)
Here, eo and cl
fr f°(_dSu = 1,
fr/'l(f;t)ln I_- y'ldSu + el = -u(_,t),
frY_(f;t)dS_ = O.
are unique constants. Let,
_E F,
(2.0.168)
(2.0.169)
(2.0.170)
w(e, s;t)= - f__0(f,s;t)lnlZ- yldS_- Z(,)fr_0(e,s;t)dS_, (2.0.171)
in the ezterior domain where,
_o(_,,;t) =/,(f;t) + cl fo(ff). (2.0.172)
Z(,) - co
Thenj
O00W
0 = W + O(s21n 's), On - On + O(s21nZ s), s --_ O. (2.0.173)
To turn this into a representation of the exact boundary operator we simply compute
the normal derivative of _2,
OCz fZ" e-aOW dt (2.0.174)On "_ On "
We b.ave_
OW Cl
- Mao=-M/a Mfo, (2.0.175)
On _(s) - _o
where the Neumann operator M is defined by,
fr 0Mf = 7rf + f(Y-') O_-_n_In I,_- _[dSy (2.0.176)
Now we first note that fl corresponds to a bounded solution to Laplace's equation exterior
to F with Dirichlet data -u(_', t). Therefore,
- fo *_ e-aMfldt = K¢_, (2.0.177)
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where K is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for bounded solutions of Laplace's equation
exterior to F. (It corresponds to the terms -_ for the circular boundary.) The only
dependence of the second term on u is through cl;
c1(_)= -Lu(_,t), (2.0.178)
where L is some linear functional. This yields,
cl Mfo- Q(_) Lfi, (2.0.179)
_(_)- co _(_)- co
where the function Q, the constant co, and the operator L depend only on the boundary
and could be explicitly constructed. In transform space we therefore have for _ C F:
oqfi Kfi + Q(aY) Lfi + O(s21n 2s), s 0. (2.0.180)
On _(_) - co
Noting the dependence of_ on s, we again see a term which cannot be well approximated
by a rational function. This means that the slow decay rates for the error which hold
for constant coefficient conditions with circular boundaries will be present for arbitrary
boundaries.
Equation (2.0.180) can also be used to compute variable coefficient conditions. Again
assuming that u approaches a steady state,
_U
,_ Ku + 7"l(2e(C°-_)t)Q(_)Lu, t -_ oc. (2.0.181)0---_
As above, the function 9/can be approximated by a simpler function, G(t), which has
the same asymptotic expansion up to some number of terms. For example we could take
G(t) = 1/(co + ln2(t + D)).
For short times, on the other hand, we may use the geometrical optics expansion,
which corresponds to studying the behavior of the transformed problem for s large. We
begin with the assumption that we have chosen the boundary such that wave propagation
is nearly normal to it. Asymptotically this would correspond to circular boundaries and
the Friedlander expansion. But the goal of using a noncircular boundary would most
likely be to avoid computing so far from a high aspect ratio body as required by that
expansion.
We further assume that ](z,y) is normalized so that IVfl = 1 and is increasing in
the outward normal direction. Then, by computing an expansion of the form:
1
~ _-'J("_)(go(_,v) + ;g_(_,v) +...), (2.0.182)
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we can compute an expansion for the normal derivative of u. Retaining as many terms
as we did in the case of a circular boundary we obtain:
0 (Ou Ou _(2,y) ) l O'u 7'(z,y)u_0" (2.0.183)
Here _ denotes the tangential derivative and _, the curvature, and 7 2 are given by:
"= _ + ov-z ' = _o_, _ / + 4 _o_v / (2.0.184)
The uniform condition is then given by:
where _ is determined by:
1 O'u
_,x,y,_,r_ :o. (2.0.185)
2 Or s 8
t)' ) -1T)=_l 4_._r 2 + 7' (K+ G(t)Q(£)L+ 2) . (2.0.186)
(Note that the time-dependent piece represents a rank one correction, so only K + _/2
need be inverted.)
C Uniform Asymptotic Conditions in 3 Dimensions
In this section we construct conditions analagous to those constructed in Section 3 for
the easier case of three space dimensions. Now we take a spherical artificial boundary
and expand our approximate solution, v, in terms of spherical harmonics, Y_(O, ¢);
v = _2_-o v,_(r, t)Y,_. For v,, we impose a condition similar to (3.0.41), but with constant
coefficients:
This may be represented in transform space as:
8--;+ b.(,)_. = 0,
where
s+6,
(3.0.188)
(3.0.189)
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To determine the parameters 6n, G., we study the behavior of the exact condition,
represented by b_,(s), for large and small s.
b'.(8)= 8Q'(n_) (3.0.190)Q(R_) '
1 _.+_(z)= ,U-e-"_ (n+k)_ _.Q(z)=_ v2 z k_-o_-:_) i(2z)-"
By direct calculation we find:
(3.0.191)
1 n(n + 1)
bS(s) = s + -_ + 2R2s + O(R-3s-_), R,s --* _, (3.0.192)
Choosing:
n+l
b:(s) - R + O(s), s -- O. (3.0.193)
n+l n+l
5,,- 2R' G,_- R '
we have that b,, agrees with b_, to all terms listed above.
Using the fact that:
(3.0.194)
1 O_Y, 1 0 OY,sin20 0¢ z +sinO (sin0--_--) = L,Y,, = -n(n + 1)Y,, (3.0.195)
we obtain a spatially nonlocal boundary condition in a fairly simple form:
-_ + 7) -_r + -_ + - _i L,v = O, (3.0.196)
where the spatially nonlocal operator :D is defined by:
oo oo
7)w(0,¢) = y_ 6nw,_Y,_(O,¢), w(e,¢)= _ wnY,_(O,¢). (3.0.197)
n=O n=O
Use of this operator will result in approximations which are accurate for short to mod-
erate times and exact at steady state. Given the exponential convergence to steady state
for three dimensional problems, we expect the approximation to be uniformly accurate.
However, the application of the nonlocal operator 7) will be significantly more expensive
than in two dimensions, though still a small cost in comparison with the full solution pro-
cess. (See again [20].) It is therefore useful to consider simpler approximations. Again,
the steady state error behavior for general approximations is easy to obtain. For the
nth harmonic the maximum error scales like R -("+1) and decays like (_)". Therefore,
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the local :operator defined by replacing _D with 60 will have a steady state error which
i8 O(R "2) at the boundary and decays linearly into the interior. Replacing 79 with the
simpler nonlocal operator 791 defined by:
f/o"1 " w(0, ¢) sin 8dOd¢, (3.0.198)
yields asa O(R -_) steady state error decaying quadratically.
D Differencing of the Boundary Conditions
For brevity let v id = v,(R - iAr, t + jar). Solution values off the grid are obtained by
linear interpolation.
Differencing of (2.1.15):
1 1 1 1
v_'-_ = 0; (4.0.199)2(R - .5A_)
Differencing of (2.1.18):
1 1 3 I
_AI+ 4(Ar)iA2 + As + 8(R_Ar)(A,+As)+ (n_ Ar)2As = 0, (4.0.200)
A1= ((¢'_ - 2_°'°+ _o,-_)+ 2(_,, _ 2_a,o+ v_,-,)+ iv, 1_ 2_2o, ,,_ 1)),
A, = ((v°'I- 2vI'I+ v2'')+ 2(v°'°- 2vI'°+ v2'°)+ (v°'-I- 2v_'-_-_-v2'-_)),
4AtAr
A, = _((vO,1 + 2¢,_ + v,-,_) _ (vO.-_ + 2v_,-_ + v_.-_)),
A, = 1(_0,1 + 2_0,0 + _o,-_)_ (v,,_ + 2_,o + _,_,-_)),
Ar _
(4.0.201)
(4.0.202)
(4.0.203)
(4.0.204)
(4.0.205)
Ae:: _5 (v °'_+v 2,_+v °'-_+v 2'-_+2(v _'a+v °'°+v _'-_-fv 2'-_)- _v _'°),- (4.0.206)
Differencing of (2.1.24):
++ _
n 1 1
v_'-_ = 0; (4.0.207)
Differencing of (3.0.41):
A1 + A2 + As = O, (4.0.208)
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1 , I l 1 1
al - 2_t_rl ((vO,1_ v1,1)_(¢,_1_ _1,-_))+ _3_, _ 2_,.o+ _'-_/, (4.0.209t
A2 - 6n(t) ((vO,1 _ v1,1 ) + 2(vO,O _ vX,O) + (vO,_l _ vl,_1)) , (4.0.210)4At
(2cR-.5_,)_+ 6_(t))__,v,_
_- _ v½ ,-_) + 6,(t)G,(t)v½ ,°. (4.0.211)A3
2At
Our implementation of (2.1.27) also followed this form, noting it is equivalent (for cl =
1
c2 = 1) to (3.0.41) with Gn = 0 and &_ - 2(n-.sa,)"
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